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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a new approach is proposed for stress state dependent flow localization in bifurcation failure model
bounded through ductile damage in dynamically loaded sheets.
Onset of localized necking is considered in phenomenological
way for different strain rates to draw the forming limit diagram
(FLD). Using a strain metal hardening exponent in the Vertex
theory related to the strain rate helps investigate ratedependent metal forming limits. Besides, the paper utilizes the
model of ductile damage as a function of strain condition,
stress states (triaxiality and Lode parameters), and the symbols
of stiffness strain to predict the onset of the necking. It is worth
noting that updated level of elasticity modulus in the plastic
deforming is attributed as an essential index for the ductile
damage measuring. According to original formulations, a
UMAT subroutine is developed in the finite element simulation
by ABAQUS code to analyze and connect the related
constitutive models. Results reveal that the FLD levels increase
for St 13 material through enhancing the strain rate.
© 2020 IAU, Arak Branch. All rights reserved.
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1

INTRODUCTION

INVESTIGATING

sheet metal formability to avoid defected parts and optimize their operation is of extreme
importance. The level of deformation in the process of sheet metal forming is limited with necking, shrinkage or
rupture. This investigation on sheet metal formability could also be titled as obtaining the limit of sheet metal
tolerance. In recent years, numerical simulations have gained further significance in different industries like
aerospace and automotive. Numerical simulation is an efficient way to expand industrial cycle by reducing high
experimental costs in their various aspects such as fracture, failure, etc. Considering the importance of the fracture
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phenomenon in different industrial applications, a proper understanding of its concept and modeling in numerical
simulations is of vital significance for official predictions. Furthermore, the importance of predicting damage in
various fields of industry has increased. However, damage phenomenon has been investigated from multiple points
of view, and numerous models have been proposed for material damage. Another purpose the present study aims to
serve is to analyze formability limit of sheet metals based on ductile damage criterion dependent on strain condition
and on hydrostatic pressure and the Lode parameter as well. Various geometries are used to create different strain
conditions for different shapes of parts loadings. The finite element analysis (FEA) has been recently used
extensively to collect the data required for a real process of forming in the industry. In this method, data on
deforming, distribution of stress and strain, punch force and fracture are acquired. Moreover, using criteria of ductile
fracture in recent years has gained popularity in predicting FLDs. In 1999, Takoda et al. [1] used a ductile fracture
criteria named as Cockroft, Brozzo, and Clift along by the finite element method to predict the FLD for some types
of steel and alloys of aluminum. They compared their findings with empirical results and demonstrated that the FLD
could be easily predicted via ductile fracture criteria. Faguo Li et al. [2] examined the FLD for St 14 based on
ductile fracture criteria as their findings precisely confirmed results from laboratory experiments. The first model of
localized necking was proposed by Hill [3]. This model treats localized necking as a kind of material instability
assuming that localized band forms along the zero-extension direction. An extension of Hill’s model is the theory of
acoustic tensor [4], which has been further investigated by later scholars. One of the drawbacks of the acoustic
tensor theory is that it could only be applied to localized necking of strain-softening materials, such as hot metals,
solder, rocks, etc. [5–12]. Marciniak and Kuczynski developed the second model of localized necking as called the
M–K model [13]. This model is a significant physically approach with pure mathematics. Therefore, it is widely
employed by practicing engineers. However, researchers have found that M–K model is too sensitive to the size and
the depth of the original band required to fit the theoretical predictions to the experimental data [14, 15]. Recently,
Hashemi et al studied the effects of normal and through-thickness shear (TTS) stresses were simultaneously
considered to predict the generalized forming limit diagram (GFLD) of AA3104-H19 using Yld96, Yld2004 and
Yld2011 anisotropic yield criteria. For this purpose, considering the general stress state, including the normal and
through-thickness shear stresses, the modified Marciniak–Kuczynski (M–K) model was employed. The results show
that the through-thickness shear stress has positive sensitivity on the limit strains. Also, the normal stress is more
efficient than the through-thickness shear stress on the formability of the plate. Comparison between the results
indicates that the predicted limit strains by the Yld2011 anisotropic yield function are lower than those predicted by
Yld96 [16]. As well as they studied The substitute presentations of the conventional forming limit diagram (FLD)
are stress-based forming limit diagram (FLSD), extended stress forming limit diagram (XSFLD), and polar effective
plastic strain forming limit diagram (PEPS-FLD). These diagrams have already been proposed as alternative criteria
to the conventional FLD for predicting forming limits in processes that sheet does not experience proportional or inplane loading conditions. The present study provides a complete comparison of different forms of forming limit
diagrams. For this purpose, FLD and extended FLDs are predicted based on the modified Marciniak and Kuczynski
(M-K) model with Yld2011 anisotropic yield function while various factors that cause a change in the FLD of a
specific alloy including initial imperfection coefficient, non-linear strain path, through-thickness normal and shear
stresses are considered. The results indicate that all forms of extended diagrams are independent of strain path and
the diagrams in stress space (i.e., FLSD and XSFLD) are less sensitive to the strain path than PEPS-FLD. In this
regard, the main weakness of XSFLD, especially on the right-hand side, is that the safety margin cannot be
visualized easily. By increasing the initial imperfection coefficient, the level of all forms of diagram increases.
However, the effect of through thickness stresses on different diagrams is not the same. Increase in normal and shear
stresses results in a downward shift in FLSD and an upward shift in other types of forming limit diagrams [17]. The
Vertex theory is a basis for localized necking develops eventually on a yield surface under a loading path [18, 19].
The direction of plastic flow at the Vertex shows uncertainty, which triggers inhomogeneous deforming. In other
words, localized band forms on the sheet metal. All over the localized band, plastic strain rate demonstrates
discontinuity. This is a phenomenon of material bifurcation. Later on, the Vertex theory was redeveloped to produce
a more comprehensible mathematical form, which enables the implementation of advanced constitutive relations
based on a high-order yield criterion coupled with an anisotropic damage model [20]. Recently, Zajkani et al. [18]
studied a diffuse to localized necking transition in rate-dependent bifurcation analysis based on the Vertex model.
Moreover, they introduced substantial discussions around this model involving path-dependent instability for the
substrate - supported composite plates [19, 21]. Wierzbicki et al. successfully modeled a fracture for the static
loading with continuous damage. The significance of their study was in the features of damage development rule
covering strain development, the fracture dependent on hydrostatic pressure and the Lode angle [22, 23]. Hari Manoj
Simha et al. modified Xue-Wierzbicki model of damage mechanism [22] so that it included strain rate and utilized it
for modeling dynamic response and fracture in X70 steel pipe in the drop weight tear test. The development of
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damage was dependent on Lode angle, hydrostatic pressure and strain rate [24]. Campos et al. [25] studied the FLD
of stainless steel AISI304 both empirically and numerically and demonstrated that the FLD of aluminum depends
slightly on strain rate. Kim et al. [26] probed the effect of strain rate on CQ steel's forming limit criterion, conducted
tests on different directions to the rolling and proved that this material is dependent on strain rate. Measurement of
directional anisotropy coefficients and prediction of forming limit curve were done by Hashemi et al. [27]
Furthermore, in studies on the effect of strain rate on ductile damage, plasticity models had to be considered so that
they depend on strain rate. [28]. The plasticity model based on strain rate and temperature placed in the mechanical
framework of continuum damage was utilized by Brunig and Gerke [29, 30]. The effect of strain rate on plastic
anisotropy of advanced high strength steel sheets was studied by Huh et al. [31]. The experiments they conducted on
strain rates over 100/s on TRIP590 and DP780 steels ended in plastic anisotropy while increasing strain rate. Unlike
the models mentioned above, Johnson-Cook (J-C) model with its high popularity does not have any physical basis
and is thoroughly experimental [32]. This multiplicative analysis model of flow strain assumes three functions
dependent on the strain, strain rate, and temperature. Several studies on collision engineering have demonstrated that
simple J-C plastic model offers acceptable predictions from the visco-plastic response dependent on temperature in
metals under large strains [33–37]. Under static and isothermal loading conditions, the J-C model is reduced to
exponent model used mainly in automotive industries to estimate stiffness strains of steels [38]. The effect of stress
state on the ductile fracture has also been widely investigated in low strain rates in high-resistance steels [39–43].
Huh, et al. used a fast hydraulic test machine to conduct unidirectional tensile tests on four high resistance sheets of
steel for the pre-necking state in strain rates ranging from 0.003/s to 200/s. They reported fracture elongation for
TRIP600 steel and on elongation insensitive to rate for three other steel sheets [44]. On the other hand, Curtze et al.
conducted static tensile tests with an average strain rate by using a hydraulic machine as well as high strain rate tests
using Hopkinson's bar tensile system at room temperature. However, fracture elongation of DP600 steel without
considering strain rate was almost as the same of TRIP700 steel. [45]. However, in all cases, prediction of necking
to failure in the tensile test with a high strain rate is negligible; yet, strain fracture has not determined the necking
position inside. Estimating local strain is also available in the onset of fracture at the tests with high strain rate for
balk materials. Results from dynamic tests on the tension of symmetric parts with bands are the basis for the
formulation of the J-C empirical model. On the other hand, according to the J-C model, ductility is introduced as a
function of strain rate for copper, iron, and steel 4330 increases [32]. The positive sensitivity of the strain in the
fracture to strain rate was determined through static and dynamic tests of tension in banded parts of aluminum 5083
[33] and steel FV535 [34]. Mohr and Roth conducted tests on flat parts with the central hole and various bands at
low, average and high strain rates. They utilized J-C model coupled with Voce-swift stiffness strain compound
function and the anisotropic flow rule to elaborate on post-necking states of parts. Fracture strain inside necking
region was determined via finite element analysis and the combination of correctors obtained from high-speed
photography. Loading routes to the onset of fracture in the tests were identified to indicate stress triaxiality, Lode
angle parameter, temperature, strain rate and equivalent plastic strain [46]. Nevertheless, using J-C model
demonstrates severe limitations when an accurate description of stiffening in the considerable strain is needed. One
outstanding example of predicting necking response and post-necking is the sheet metals. Recently, several factors
on prediction of forming limit curves (FLC) were studied by Hashemi et al. They analysis of aluminum alloy
considering the through-thickness normal stress, anisotropic yield functions and strain rate. They found that the
anisotropic plastic behavior and FLC of AA3104-H19 predicted by Yld2011 yield criterion are in good agreement
with experimental data and are more accurate than those of Karafillis–Boyce (K–B) and Yld96 yield functions. In
addition, according to FLD, the formability of sheet metal increases by applying the through-thickness normal
stress. The effects of strain rate at quasi-static condition and temperature are theoretically investigated on the FLD of
AA3104 aluminum alloy. The positive temperature sensitivity and negative strain rate sensitivity are observed of
FLD of AA3104 [47].
The present paper gives an efficient method based on the Vertex theory in localized necking in order to
determine FLDs, including strain rate dependences. Besides, introducing an accurate damage function based on
simple continuum damage mechanics (CDM), the model is related to the stress state (Triaxiality and Lode
parameters). The model will determine an element when it has reached the critical point of the failure. According to
the principle of the CDM, the elastic modulus will be decreased as a characterization parameter during plastic
deformation. It is inserted in the model through a new normalized ductile damage criterion. In the application of the
ABAQUS for a finite element simulation, a UMAT subroutine is established for computation of major and minor
strain, considering above concepts which enable the model to evaluate the initiation of instability and obtain the
FLDs, phenomenologically. A typical strain-rate-dependent metal, St 13, is chosen for validation of the modified
Vertex theory. To examine the accuracy of the results from the present simulation and compare with the
experimental results, applicability is considered. Forming limit tests are also performed for St 13 sheets to measure
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the FLD. It is worthy to mention that all these concerns have not been considered simultaneously in the previous
studies.
2

DUCTILE DAMAGE CONTROLLER MODEL

Plastic deforming is the process of accumulation of damage. Nevertheless, a crack does not occur unless the value of
damage variable reaches a critical point. The elasticity modulus will decrease the plastic deforming and this will be
due to the accumulation of damage in the material. Damage accumulation decreases effective bearing area and the
present elasticity modulus E D in deformable materials. The damage performance is predicted for metal materials
via elasticity modulus E D ew be ca which expressed as follow:

E D  E 0e  p
D  1

(1)

A  AD
ED
 1  e  p  0
E0
A0

(2)

where:
D Damage variable.
A 0 Initial cross-sectional area of the gauge section.

A D Cross-sectional area after deforming damage.
E 0 Initial Young's modulus of virgin material.
E D Young's modulus after deforming damage.
 True strain
The damage function R is defined as follows:
R 

Di
Dc

(3)

The value of R is determined between zero (undamaged) and one (fracture). Dc is the critical value of the
ductile damage. Dc in the uniaxial tension stress state can be obtained by:



Dc  f  ,  1  e  p f



where  is the triaxiality and 
p ( p / 2)

f  n e

(4)
is the Lode angle. Also,

f

is the fracture strain calculated through

as p  1 and p  9 1 v  / 4 represent a true and nominal fracture strains, respectively. The value

of p is relevant to the strain-hardening exponent in plastic deforming of materials: f  ,  is the function of stress
state parameters and can be expressed according to reference [2] as:

f  ,   0.558sinh 1.5   0.008 cosh 1.5 

(5)

To calculate this function, the process of the finite element analysis could be adopted with incremental formulas
as the expression of damage accumulation

Di  f i  ,  pe  p i  i

(6)

Di  Di  Di

(7)
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Above equations, when Di  0 the value is considered equal to zero. The damage variable value R can be
acquired through Eq. (3). Therefore, R = 0 means that no damage has occurred in materials or the original damage
has been repaired yet. The damage emerges in the material when 0 R 1 , and the plastic deforming could be
continued. However, the materials reach the limit of deforming damage R = 1 , where the ductile fracture begins. All
equations are compiled through a User-defined material subroutine as exported to Abaqus package for the
mechanical behavior. So that it is convenient for us to apply this damage criterion to other materials.
3

VERTEX LOCALIZED PREDICTOR MODEL

As it could be seen in Fig.1, a localized necking band appears on the surface of the sheet under a critical condition
on a sheet metal under in-plane stretch.  1 and  2 in this figure are principal stresses. The principal strains along
with the  1 and  2 directions are known as major strain 1 and minor strain  2 . In fact, forming limit strains are the
major and minor strains at the critical state of localized necking.
According to the Vertex theory, a localized necking band appears at the same time when Vertex appears on the
yield surface. The velocity discontinuity between inside and outside of the localized band is:

v i  v i ,inside v i ,outside  f i  n , x   f i  nk x k



i , k

 1, 2

(8)

Fig.1
The Vertex model with the localized necking band.

In this equation, n k ,  k  1, 2  are the components of normal vector n . When we have

n1  cos  and

n 2  sin  , the discontinuity of deforming gradient rate is:

 v
 i
 x j


   v i 
 gi n j


x j


i , j

 1, 2 

(9)

Within the localized band, g i  i  1, 2  is non- zero. It also varies along the normal direction. Since the strain





rate is  ij  v i / x j , we can write the principal strain-rate discontinuity across the localized band as:

1  g1n1

 2  g 2 n2

(10)

After localized necking appears in the homogeneous region, the one and two directions remain. There is,
however, no guarantee inside the necking for the main directions to stay that way. In other words, at some point,
inside the necking, 12  0 may not be true anymore. According to the studies conducted by Jie et al. [48] on the
limit strain based on the Vertex theory and considering the strain exponent equation, the equivalent strain and the
strain rate as   K  n  m will give:
On the left side of the FLD curve:
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1 

3  m  n  s  ,  
m n

1 
2 1    2

(11)

On the right side of the FLD curve:

1 

3 2   m  n  2   



22    1   

2

2





 m  n  s  ,   
 2   
22    1    2 





3 1     2   3 2 


(12)

The Vertex theory employs a deforming theory of plasticity. Here, we apply the J 2 deforming theory based on
the Von Mises yield criterion. Where n is the stiffness strain value, m is the exponent of sensitivity to strain rate,
and k is the stiffness coefficient calculated via uniaxial tests.  is the ratio of minor strain to major strain during
n

the loading process and s  ,    c /  m 1 in which  and  are an equivalent strain, equivalent stress of the
Von Mises and c is an integration constant, which can be determined from the uniaxial test at various strain rates.
These values reveal final strain for sheet metals relevant to strain rate and considering localized necking based on
the Vertex theory.
The process of calculation and judgment in sheet's plastic deforming has been plotted in Fig.2.
START
Uniaxial tensile experimental to
determine material constants

Simulating Nakazima test method
and putting material constants in
Abaqus
Optimization of this
method & materials
parameters

Establishment of FEM base
calculation

No
Experimental results of FLD

Yes
Notation of parameters used in Vertex model

No
The END

Drawing FLD results of the method

Obtain limited
strains &FLD

Yes

Are the
difference
between the
strains less
than  ?

Fig.2
The process of calculation and judgment in sheet's plastic deforming.
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NUMERICAL MODEL IN ABAQUS APPLICATION

All the specimens in Fig.3 (based on the standard of ASTM E2218) were simulated using commercially available
finite element code ABAQUS/Explicit.

Fig.3
Different specimen geometry of the hemispherical dome
stretching test.

To simulate the drawing process, the sheet is considered the formable while other parts are regarded as the solid.
Physical properties like density, elastic properties like Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, plastic properties and
damage criteria are all put into the application in the form of data. These requirements include the formability limit
of St13 and St14 steel dependent on strain rate and the dynamic formability diagram. Moreover, the mechanical
properties of these materials are represented in Table 1.
Table 1
The mechanical and constants values properties of St 13 and St14 steel sheets [2, 48, 49].
Materials
Elasticity modulus
Density
Yield stress
m
n

(GPa)
(g/mm3)
(MPa)
St13
180
7.85
250
0.3
0.0191
0.2387
St14

210

7.85

300

0.3

0.0187

0.23

k
(MPa)
650

c
(MPa-2)

5  105

524.58

5  105

It is, however, worth mentioning that, according to Eq. (5), the critical damage values are calculated to be 0.1387
and 0.1374 for ST13 and St14 respectively. Furthermore, the contact state between the sheet and the holder, sheet,
and mandrel and sheet and the matrix are defined as a simple contact. The friction coefficient between sheet, holder,
and matrix and between sheet and mandrel was considered 0.2 and 0.12 respectively.
The sheet is divided into meshes with R3D4 and C3D8R elements. To decrease analysis time due to symmetry
and similarity of a quarter of the specimen is modeled and the factor 1000 is selected for the mass scaling option.
Sizes of the meshes are considered 1 mm, and the thickness of the sheet is also 1 mm. It is suggested that the
minimum length of element should be higher than the shell thickness, based on the mesh sensitivity study [2].
Forming limit criterion must be solved gradually for the damage and plasticity have non-linear behavior. In each
stage, data from the earlier stage of strain development put into a subroutine, and the strain, damage, plastic strain
and major strains along with minor strains are calculated as the output. Moreover, the behavior of materials is
modeled elastically and plastically where the plasticity were modeled as anisotropic and isotropic, while the
elasticity considered to be isotropic. What is more, the constitutive relation, yield criteria and ductile damage criteria
of this material were compiled in user material subroutine (UMAT) of ABAQUS. And according to the formulations
proposed above, the UMAT subroutine in the finite element application of the ABAQUS is used to analyze the
model, including 10 variables. For instance, SDV1 and SDV4 are defined as the plastic strain and damage value
respectively. All variables can affect the definition of the damage value. When the damage value reaches the unit,
the analysis stops until each element with its damage value reaches the critical point. In this state, the SDV4 reaches
unit Fig.4 and other parameters like the plastic strain, Von Mises stress and the strain rate are noted and picked up to
input into the Vertex equations to draw the forming limit diagrams. In this method, we were able to control the
required parameters of the Vertex model as equivalent stress and equivalent plastic strain by damage function. Then
they are classified based on strain rate to obtain FLDs in distinctive strain rate. It is noticeable to achieve different
strain rates on the elements; loading rate is changed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here are some of the responses received from analysis of the specimen. After finishing models with different
dimensions and shapes under various strain rates, their FLDs and the effect of strain rate on diagrams were
investigated.

(a)
Fig.4
The contours of the damage value in loading velocity: a) 100 m⁄s b) 1 m⁄s. for St 13.

(b)

There is a relationship between formation of sheet metals, creation of instabilities, their accumulation and their
fracture with stress, strain, yield stress, stiffness, and instability. The yield criterion and stiffness rule determine the
level of the formability of sheet metals referring to various loading states. In other words, instability criterion reveals
when strain and stress will induce instability. This strain is considered to be the ultimate strain in this paper. This
theory is the determining factor in the confining state of sheet metal formability calculated earlier in the present
paper. The present paper can give a method to determine the FLDs by which the Vertex theory is used to enter strain
rates into calculations. Moreover, introducing damage function will determine an element that has reached the
critical point and failure has occurred in it. However, not all these criteria have been considered in a single study
altogether. To examine the accuracy of the results from the present study and compare them with the experiments
conducted by previous scholars, applicability in two states is considered. One is dependent on the strain rate (strain
rate 20 1/s), and the other is independent on strain rate (considering m = 0 in power hardening function). The
comparisons for st13 and st14 materials are seen in Fig.5.

Fig.5
Validation and comparison of the presented results of this
theory with the experimental results for the St 14 [2] and
M-K model [49].

Fig.6
Forming limit diagram of St13 in various strain rates and
their comparison.

The level of forming limit diagrams goes up as strain rate increases; yet, this effect is negligible in low (static)
strain rates and is more observed in higher strain rates in the FLDs. Fig.6. These findings concur with findings other
scholars calculated and reached through other methods [34, 49–52].
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CONCLUSION

This paper gives an efficient method based on Vertex theory to determine the FLDs, including strain rate
calculations. Besides, introducing a damage function based on a simple continuum damage mechanics (CDM) is
dependent on the stress state (Triaxiality and Lode parameters). Considering above concepts, which enable the
model to evaluate the initiation of the instability and obtain the FLDs, phenomenologically in the application of the
ABAQUS for a finite element simulation, a UMAT subroutine is established for major and minor strain. The model
will determine an element when it has reached the critical point of the failure. When the damage value reaches the
unit, the analysis stops until each component with its damage value reaches the critical point. In this state, other
parameters like the major strain, minor strain, Von Mises stress and the strain rate are noted and picked up to input
into the Vertex equations to draw forming limit diagrams and then classifying them based on strain rate to obtain
FLDs in distinctive strain rate.
It is worthy to mention that all these concerns have not been considered simultaneously in previous studies. As it
can be seen in the results, effects of strain rate on the level of FLDs goes up as strain rate increases; yet, this effect is
negligible in low (static) strain rates and is more observed in higher strain rates in the FLDs. These findings concur
with findings other scholars calculated and reached through different methods.
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